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Learn How To Make Micro MacramÃ© jewelryLearn how you can start making Micro MacramÃ©

jewelry quickly and easily! This illustrated guide teaches you step by step how to start making Micro

MacramÃ© Jewelry from beginning to end. This book has been written for the person with little-to-no

knotting experience. Beginning with the basics, you will learn how to create the necessary padded

work surface, you'll learn each of the basic knots and then move on to 5 fun projects. Learn How To

Make Micro MacramÃ© Jewelry, opens with a straightforward bracelet allowing you to familiarize

yourself with the feel of the cord, giving you time to practice tension as you tie the most commonly

used knot in micro-macramÃ©. As you progress you will be introduced to a new knot or two, which

then culminates in a final project which uses several knots.What you will find in this guide:

Step-by-step instructions with full color photos that guide you through each pattern5 beautiful,

elegant projects that will help you learn how to micro-macramÃ©Tips and tricks to make your

experience with micro-macramÃ© more enjoyableA guide showing you exactly how to create your

own micro-macramÃ© project boardFor beginners and anyone who loves jewelry and beadingMicro

MacramÃ© is the skillful use of several knotting styles that create intricate details and blends in

delicate beading which results in unique pieces that are nothing like the macramÃ© of the past. With

just a little practice and a few knots, you too can experience the freedom and joy of producing your

own unique and versatile pieces. Once you understand the basics, you can continue on into a wide

world of possibilities. Before you know it youâ€™ll have your friends and family begging you to make

them one as well. By the end of this guide, you will have the confidence and understanding needed

to create your own beautiful designs.Here are some of the other patterns you will find

included:About The Author: Kelsy Eason Kelsy has a unique style that focuses on the knotting and

not as much the beading aspect of jewelry design. That's what drew her to micro-macrame. With

more than 15 unique patterns on her website and now a book helping beginners get started in the

craft, she's one of just a few designers that are helping to spread the word about this wonderful new

jewelry technique.
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This is a very good guide if you are interested in jewelry made with thread and beads. If you like

friendship bracelets or kumihimo braiding, this would be the perfect thing for you to try. If you are a

complete newbie in crafts, don't worry, this is a good guide for you.What I liked is that pictures and

instructions are very clear, I was able to understand everything and follow it. For me it was important

to understand the explanation on the glue used, as I am never sure if I am using the right glue when

doing other crafts.The only thing is that I would like to see a few more projects in the book (there are

five of them now) and a few more photos of finished work for inspiration (there is a small gallery at

the end of the book). So for me this is a 4.5 book and I will definitely try this as soon as I finish my

current projects.

I have used video tutorials, but this book really helped me get the basics down. Videos are great

except they often leave out some important detail. And the finished results from Ms. Eason's

patterns are really pretty, especially the last one!

This was my introduction to micro macrame. I'm so glad that I picked this book. She gives great tips

and advice that helped me to navigate all of the problems encountered early on. Instructions are

clear and the pictures are illuminating.



i had tried to do this a few years ago and could not seem to get it and the books and sites online did

not explain it in a way I understoodThis one gives clear and easy to follow instructions which i find

east to understand. The pictures really help a lot too.

First of all you should be aware that it's a very short leaflet, not a book. The pictures are very small,

and though the instructions are pretty clear, that can make it hard to see exactly what's going on. If

all you want is a few techniques, and possibly a bit of inspiration then that's fine I guess, but prepare

to not be amazed.

I downloaded this book yesterday and I think it's awesome. It gives clear easy instructions on

making macrame jewelry. I think it will be a great reference and teaching book for anyone to create

great handmade artwork.

Just OK

I just got this book and absolutely love it. Detailed instructions for those with zero knowledge getting

started and goes a long way to more sophisticated design of the final project. Recommended!
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